In this paper, we focus on ordered k-flaw preference sets. Let OP n,≥k denote the set of ordered preference sets of length n with at least k flaws and
Introduction
Throughout the paper, we let [m, n] := {m, m + 1, · · · , n}, [n] := {1, 2, · · · , n} and c n denote the n-th Catalan number for any n ≥ 0, i.e. c n = explicitly.
Suppose that n cars will be parked in n parking spaces which are arranged in a line and numbered 1 to n from left to right. Each car has initial parking preference a i . If space a i is occupied, the car moves to the first unoccupied space to the right. We call (a 1 , · · · , a n ) preference set. Clearly, the number of the preference sets is n n . If a preference set (a 1 , · · · , a n ) satisfies a i ≤ a i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, then we say that this preference set is ordered. If all the cars can find the parking spaces, then we say the preference set is a parking function. If there are exactly k cars which can't be parked, then the preference set is called a k-flaw preference set.
Parking functions were introduced by J. Riordan in [15] . He derived that the number of parking functions of length n is (n + 1) n−1 , which coincides with the number of labeled trees on n + 1 vertices by Cayley's formula. Several bijections between the two sets are known (e.g., see [7, 15, 16] ). Furthermore, Riordan concluded that the number of ordered parking functions is 1 n+1 2n n , which is also equals the number of Dyck path of semilength n.
Parking functions have been found in connection to many other combinatorial structures such as acyclic mappings, polytopes, non-crossing partitions, non-nesting partitions, hyperplane arrangements, etc. Refer to [8, 7, 9, 13, 17, 18] for more information.
Parking function (a 1 , · · · , a n ) can be redefined that its increasing rearrangement (b 1 , · · · , b n ) satisfies b i ≤ i. Pitman and Stanley generalized the notion of parking functions in [13] .
Let x = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) be a sequence of positive integers. The sequence α = (a 1 , · · · , a n ) is called an x-parking function if the non-decreasing rearrangement (b 1 , · · · , b n ) of α satisfies b i ≤ x 1 + · · · + x i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, the ordinary parking function is the case x = (1, · · · , 1). By the determinant formula of Gončarove polynomials, Kung and Yan [12] obtained the number of x-parking functions for an arbitrary x. See also [19, 20, 21] for the explicit formulas and properties for some specified cases of x.
An x-parking function (a 1 , · · · , a n ) is said to be k-leading if a 1 = k. Let p n,k denote the number of k-leading ordinary parking functions of length n. Foata and Riordan [7] derived the generating function for p n,k algebraically. Recently, Sen-peng Eu, Tung-shan Fu and Chun-Ju Lai [4] gave a combinatorial approach to the enumeration of (a, b, · · · , b)-parking functions by their leading terms.
Riordan [15] told us the relations between ordered parking functions and Dyck paths. Senpeng Eu et al. [5, 6] considered the problem of the enumerations of lattice paths with flaws.
It is natural to consider the problem of the enumerations of preference sets with flaws. There are a few research results about (ordered) k-flaw preference sets. There is a interesting facts.
Salmon and Cayley in 1849 established the classical configuration of 27 lines in a general cubic surface. Given a line l, the number of lines, which are disjoint from, intersect or are equal to l, are 16,10 and 1, respectively, see [10] for the detail information. These number exactly are the number of 0-, 1-and 2-flaw preference sets of length 3. Peter J Cameron et al. [1] indicate that there are some relations between k-flaw preference sets and the context of hashing since data would be lost. Also they counted the number of k-flaw preference sets and calculate the asymptotic. In another joint work [11] , using the methods different with [1] , Po-Yi Huang et al. studied k-flaw preference sets. In this paper, we focus on ordered k-flaw preference sets. Let OP n,≥k denote the set of ordered preference sets of length n with at least k flaws and op n,≥k = |OP n,≥k |. It is well known that the number of solutions of the equation
. Hence, the number of solutions of the equation
One of our main results is that we obtain a bijection ζ between the sets OP n,≥k and S n,k . With the benefit of the bijection , we conclude that op n,≥k = 2n−1 n−1−k . Let OP n,k (OP n,≤k ) denote the set of ordered preference sets with exact (at most) k flaws and op n,k = |OP n,k | (op n,≤k = |OP n,≤k |), respectively. By a simple computation, op n,k = op n,≥k − op n,≥k+1 , we derive that the number of order k-flaw preference sets is k+1 n 2n n−k−1
. Similarly, we also obtain op n,≤k = 2n−1 n−1
An (n, ≤ k)-flaw path is a lattice path starting at (0, 0) and ending at (2n, 0) with only two kinds of steps-rise step: U = (1, 1) and fall step: D = (1, −1) lying on the line y = −k.
Let D n,≤k denote the set of (n, ≤ k)-flaw paths. If an (n, ≤ k)-flaw path P touches the line y = −k, then P is called (n, k)-flaw path. Let D n,k denote the set of (n, k)-flaw paths. We also find a bijection ω from the sets OP n,k to D n,k , and this gives the identity op n,k = k+1 n 2n n−k−1 a bijection proof. In fact, the mapping ω can be viewed as a bijection from the sets OP n,≤k to D n,≤k .
Motivated by the work of Foata and Riordan in [7] as well as Sen-Peng Eu et al. in [4] , we investigate the problem of the enumeration of ordered k-flaw preference sets with leading term m. Let OP 
Also we are interested in the recurrence relations for the sequence op m n,k . We find that for any k ≥ 0, the sequence op 
We use x,y and z to mark the number of flaws, length and leading term of a preference set, respectively. By these recurrence relations, we easily obtain the generating functions for the corresponding sequences. For any k ≥ 0, the generating function ϕ k (y) for op Recently, Postnikov and Shapiro [14] gave a new generalization, building on work of Cori, Rossin and Salvy [2] , the G-parking functions of a graph. For the complete graph G = K n+1 , the defined functions in [14] are exactly the classical parking functions. So, in the future work, we will consider k-flaw G-parking function.
We organize this paper as follows. The bijection ζ is given in Section 2. In Section 3, we enumerate k-flaw preference sets by the leading terms. In Section 4, we obtain some the recurrence relations of the sequence formed by some k-flaw preference sets. In Section 5, we derive the generating functions of the sequence formed by k-flaw preference sets. In Section 6, we compute the mean and the variance of flaws of all k-flaw preference sets in OP m n,k and OP n,k . We list the number of k-flaw preference sets of length n with leading term m obtained by computer search for n ≤ 6 in the Appendix.
2 The bijection from OP n,≥k to S n,k
In this section, we will give the bijection ζ from the sets OP n,≥k to S n,k .
Suppose α is an orderedk-flaw preference set of length n, Let r α = (r 1 , · · · , r n ) be the specification of α, i.e., r i = |{j | a j = i}|. Whenk = 0, Riordan [15] proved the following lemma. Now, we consider the case with α = (a 1 , · · · , a n ) ∈ OP n,≥k . Suppose α is a orderedkflaw preference set, thenk ≥ k. Furthermore, we may supposek = 0 and parking spaces
. Set m 0 = 0 and mk +1 = n +k. For each r mk+j − j ≥ 0. Notê
determined by the subscripts in T .
(4)
Example 2.1. Take n = 9 and k = 2. Consider α = (1, 1, 3, 3, 5, 9, 9, 9, 9) ∈ OP 9,≥2 . Then The above process give a mapping ζ from the sets OP n,≥k to S n,k . In fact, we may prove the mapping ζ is a bijection from the sets OP n,≥k to S n,k .
Theorem 2.1. There is a bijection ζ from the sets OP n,≥k to S n,k .
is the first negative number in the sequence
and
and r e m+1 = (r e m+1,1 , · · · , r e m+1,n−s( e m)−t( e m) ) such that
Finally, we obtain a specification r = (r 1 , · · · , r e m+1 ) of a preference set of length n with at least k flaw. With the benefit of the bijection in Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following corollary. . Let OP n,≤k denote the set of preference sets of length n with at most k flaws and op n,≤k = |OP n,≤k |. Obviously, op n,≤k = op n,≥0 − op n,≥k+1 . Hence we have op n,≤k = 2n−1 n−1
. In the rest of this section, we will give the bijection proofs of the above results .
Clearly, when k = 0, an (n, 0)-flaw path is an n-Dyck path as well. We can also consider an (n, k)-flaw path P a word of 2n letters using only U and D. If a joint node is formed by a rise step followed by a fall step, then this node is called a peak.
Let α = (a 1 , · · · , a n ) ∈ OP n,k and r α = (r 1 , · · · , r n ) be the specification of α. For any
So, we obtain a lattice path P = P 1 · · · P n of length 2n.
Obviously, P is an (n, k)-flaw path and P ∈ D n,k . So, we obtain a mapping from OP n,k to D n,k , and we denote this mapping as ω.
Example 2.4. Let α = (1, 1, 3, 3, 5, 9, 9, 9, 9) ∈ OP 9,3 . Then r α = (2, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 4).
So,we may obtain a (9, 3)-flaw path P = UUDDUUDDUDDDDUUUUD.
In fact, we may prove the following theorem.
Proof. To find ω −1 , for any P ∈ D n,k , we view P as a word of length 2n using only U and D. Our goal is to find a vector r such that r is the specification of a k-flaw preference set of length n. By adding a symbol * and replacing every peak UD with U * , we may obtain a new word P . Now, we suppose
we construct a vector r = (r 1 , · · · , r n ). Since n i=1 r i = n, there is a vector α = (a 1 , · · · , a n ) satisfying r α = r. Since P touch the line y = −k, α is a k-flaw preference set of length n. Finally, we may obtain a vector r = (2, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 4) and α = (1, 1, 3, 3, 5, 9, 9, 9, 9) ∈ OP 9,3 .
The mapping ω can be viewed as a bijection from the sets OP n,≤k to D n,≤k . So, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2.
There is a bijection from the sets OP n,≤k to D n,≤k .
By Theorem 2.2, we immediately obtain the following theorem. 
Enumerating ordered k-flaw preference sets by leading terms
In this section, we will enumerate ordered k-flaw preference sets by leading terms. First, let OP n,≥k,≤l denote the set of ordered preference sets α = (a 1 , · · · , a n ) of length n which have at least k flaws and satisfy a i ≤ l for any i ∈ [n]. Let op n,≥k,≤l = |OP n,≥k,≤l |. It is easy to obtain that l ≥ n and op n,≥k,≤l = 0 if l ≤ k. 
By Theorem 2.1, op 1 n,≥0,≤l is equals the number of the solutions of equation
in nonnegative integers. Let y 1 = x 1 − 1 and y i = x i for all i ≥ 2. So, op 
Let OP m n,k,≤l denote the set of ordered k-flaw preference sets α = (a 1 , · · · , a n ) of length n which satisfy a 1 = m and a i ≤ l for any i ∈ [n]. Let op 
For any α ∈ OP m n,k , it is easy to check that parking spaces 1, 2, · · · , m−1 are empty. Hence,
Obviously, op n,k = 0 if n ≤ k. So, we always suppose n ≥ k + 1 ≥ m.
First, we consider the case with m = k + 1.
Proof. Take l = n in Corollary 3.1.
Example 3.1. Take n = 6 and k = 2. In Appendix, we find op Proof. Take l = n in Corollary 3.2.
Example 3.2. Take n = 6 , k = 2 and m = 2. In Appendix, we find op 
Proof. Note that op 
4 The recurrence relation of ordered k-flaw preference sets
In this section, we will give some recurrence relations of the sequence formed by ordered k-flaw preference sets of length n with leading term m.
First, we consider the case with m = k + 1. 
Proof. Let A denote the set of preference sets of length n with at most k + 1 flaws and leading term no less than k + 1. Obviously, for any
conversely, for any
So, op 
Now, for any
, it is easy to check that β ∈ A; conversely, for any
For the case with 1 ≤ m ≤ k, we obtain the following results. possibilities for β S and β T , respectively. Finally, we obtain the following equation
The sequence formed by k-flaw preference sets of length n satisfies the following recurrence relation:
Proof. Let k ≥ 0, α = (a 1 , · · · , a n ) ∈ OP n,k . We suppose the (i + 1)-th parking space is the first empty parking space, let S = {j | a j ≤ i} and T = {j | i + 2 ≤ a j ≤ n}, then |S| = i and |T | = n − i. Let α S and α T be the sequences of α determined by the subscripts in S and
We have α S ∈ OP i and β T ∈ OP n−i,k \ OP
Note that 0 ≤ i ≤ n − k − 1. Let c n be n-th Catalan number . Therefore, there are c i and
n−i,k possibilities for α S and β T , respectively. We obtain the following equation
Example 4.3. Take n = 6 and k = 2. By the data in Appendix, it is easy to check
Generating functions of ordered k-flaw preference sets
In this section, we want to obtain the generating functions of the sequences formed by ordered k-flaw preference sets of length n with leading term m. 
Theorem 5.1. Let n ≥ 1. The generating function ψ n (x) for the sequence formed by ordered parking functions length n with at least k flaws satisfies the following recurrence relation:
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, using the equation
, we obtain the following recurrence relation. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, we have
Note ψ 1 (x) = 1. By Lemma 5.1, we have
Solving this equation, we have
n,k y n x k be the generating function for op Proof. Obviously, when k = 0, we have ϕ 0 (y) = C(y) − 1 = y[C(y)] 2 since n ≥ 1.
For any k ≥ 1, taking m = k in Equations (1) and (3), we have
Hence,
Note that op Proof. By Theorem 5.2, it is easy to obtain that 
Proof. By Equation (3), we have
By the above equation, we have 
Furthermore, let ρ(x, y, z) be the generating function of the sequence formed by k-flaw preference sets length n with leading term m. Then
op n,k y n x k be the generating function for the
Theorem 5.4. Let k ≥ 0 and φ k (y) be the generating function of the sequence formed by k-flaw preference sets length n. Then
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, we have
Corollary 5.4. Let φ(x, y) be the generating function of the sequence formed by k-flaw preference sets length n. Then
6 The mean and the various of the number of flaws in k-flaw preference sets
In this section, we will compute the mean and the various of the number of flaws of the sequences corresponding with the generating functions in Section 5. . Note that
Hence, 
Appendix
For convenience to check the equations in the previous sections, by computer search, for n ≤ 6, we obtain the number of k-flaw preference sets of length n with leading term m and list them in Table 1 . Note that op n,k = 0 if n ≤ k and op m n,k = 0 if m ≥ k + 2. When k = 0, op n,0 is equals the n-th Catalan number c n .
